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Fight

Against the race to the bottom
On behalf of all the officials and staff at the Transport Workers’
Union WA Branch, I would like to wish everyone a Merry Christmas
and a safe start to 2018. I would like to thank all our delegates
and members for all their hard work throughout the year.
And let us not forget those who lost their lives on the job, working in
transport this year. Together, let us continue the fight for a safe and
sustainable industry we can be proud of in the future.
Kind wishes – Branch Secretary TIM DAWSON

To the travelling public of Perth, our drivers
and members of the West Australian Branch
of the TWU - we thank you for your continued
support.
We wish you all a safe and enjoyable holiday
season and a prosperous new year.
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Start your new career as a Bus Driver w
Training Centre
Bunbury Trucks is the south west’s newest and
largest multi-franchised truck dealership. We are
the authorised Sales, Service and Parts dealer
for Hino, Mercedes Benz, Freightliner, Fuso and
a range of Trucks and Buses. We also stock the
south west’s largest range of Quality Used Trucks.

YOUR ONE-STOP-SHOP
IN THE SOUTH WEST
(08) 9725 6880
1 Olive Ct,
Bunbury WA 6230

Start your new career as a Bus Driver with Miro
Training Centre

Bus driving is one of the most in-demand industries and is continuing
to grow. Supporting many industries, having a Bus licence is a
fantastic asset for any person.
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How to get connected
on the brand new
TWU Members App!
STEP

Head to the app store

1
	
(on iOS or Android) and search for

Tim Dawson
STATE SECRETARY

“TWU WA”

STEP
	
Find your member
2
LOGIN code.

BRANCH COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT

Your LOGIN code begins with the first letter of
your Surname
To find your member LOGIN you can:
1. Contact the TWU office on 1800 657 477
2. The login code will be available on your 2018
membership card
3. The login code will also be available on the
coversheet attached to your copy of the 2017
Summer edition of The Wheel Magazine
STEP
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 og in to the app using
L
your membership
LOGIN

A code will be sent to the valid email or mobile
phone number you provide (please note: if your
email or mobile number is
not updated in the system you will not
be able to login. Please contact us on
1800 657 477 and update your details)
	
Accept push notifications and keep
STEP
connected to TWU events, news
4
and exclusive offers and prizes
ONLY available to TWU members

Ray McMillan
PRESIDENT

TWU Membership
Fees 2018
(All prices include GST)

CASH – CHEQUE – BP
AY

Joining fee

$20.00 (new members

Full Year

$584.00 (1st Jan – 31st

only)

• John Davis - Vice President
• Bruce Spaul
• Ralph Roth
• Andy Payne
• Bill Nuttall
• Peter Elliott
• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Cook
• Mike Lawson
• Charlie Nichol
• Jo Woodford

DIRECTORY

Dec)

Half Year

$303.00 (1st Jan – 30th
June or
1st Jul – 31st Dec)
HHHHHH
Direct Debit (from che
que,
savings or Credit card a/c
)
(Visa, MasterCard accept
ed)

Joining fee

$20.00 (new members

only)

Fortnightly

$23.00 (debited on you
r
nominated day of each
fortnight)

Monthly

$49.60 (debited on you
r
nominated day of each
month

Half-yearly

)

$303.00 (debited on 28t
h Feb
and 30th June each yea
r)

Yearly

$584.00 (debited on 28t
h Feb
each year)

Telephone
1800 657 477
FREE CALL STATEWIDE
Facsimile (Fax)
6313 3099
Website
www.twuwa.org.au
Email
info@twuwa.org.au
Address
Level Three
82 Beaufort Street
Perth, 6000
Postal
PO Box 8497
Perth Business Centre
WA 6849
TWU Super
1800 222 071
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Is the Royal C
the beginning

From Bus Organiser MARK BYDDER

Auditor General says the
Public Transport users who do
the right thing should suffer
because of freeloaders

They are
1. Fare evasion is endemic and,
2. Freeloaders are getting away
with fare evasion because
transit guards have no powers
to stop them.
PTA’s policy that is heavily enforced
on drivers’ is that you should never
refuse a ride.
It is safer for the driver if an altercation
over a fare doesn’t break out.
So freeloaders skirt their payment
and the driver and transit guards
can’t stop them.
The Auditors report recommends
cutting freeway bus routes because
the declining patronage of Perth’s
public bus services is unsustainable.
Even though PTA’s targets for bus
accessibility, reliability, safety and
customer satisfaction have all been
met over the last four years.
The PTA believes’ that “the reduced
patronage was due to factors out of its
control like a fall in population growth,
a slowing economy and cheaper fuel
and parking prices”.
So the Auditor General has
recommended the PTA find ways to
increase the patronage.
Drivers should receive their 2018
diaries in the mail very soon.
If you haven’t please contact me on
0407 003 687 in the New Year and
I’ll get one to you!
2
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We think the PTA
could learn a thing
or two by listening
to their drivers

,

The Office of the Auditor General
released
their
Planning
and
Management of Bus Services report
in November and two items came out
of the audit our drivers have been
saying for years.

,

If they don’t the travelling public that
use public transport will suffer by
getting their bus routes cut because
of fee evaders.
Other than an entire realignment of
attitudes and this sense of entitlement
across our greater culture, our drivers
would recommend 2 ways PTA can
keep the current bus routes and
probably make a little more money:
A cashless system and,
Give Transit guards more powers to
enforce rules
We think the PTA could learn a thing
or two by listening to their drivers.

TIM DAWSON
Branch Secretary
The call by the Federal Government
to have Independent Directors on the
Boards of Industry funds so crooks
and shonks like those in the following
story would be laughable if it wasn’t so
serious.
The hard earned money of working
Australian’s in Industry super funds like
TWUSUPER should be kept out of the
hands of these crooks and their mates
at the big banks.
Big banks who continue ripping off
people and laundering money off drug
runners and terrorists.
The Government should instead do
something about wage theft and protect
Australian workers not promote their
crooked mates.

Story by PAUL KARP
from the Guardian

Government shields
directors after taxpayers
foot $1.6bn wage dues
ACTU president says the fact that many
directors are repeat offenders proves the
rules are broken and inadequate.
The employment department is refusing to
reveal the identities of the directors who
contributed to a total unpaid wage bill of
$1.6bn over 10 years, which was left to
taxpayers to pick up.
New figures, produced under freedom of
information laws, show that 1,322 people,
who were each directors of two or more
companies that failed, were responsible
for a quarter of the unpaid wage bill, or
$400m.
The
employment
department
told
Guardian Australia the heavily redacted
document was “compiled for the purpose

ommission into the Banking sector
of the end for Industry Super
total of $461m, less $57m recovered
through liquidations. Just 12.5 cents
in the dollar was recovered from these
companies.

But in its decision, the department
concedes that the document lists
directors “without indicating whether or
not any given director has been, is being
or will be investigated, nor whether the
department has yet established any
wrongdoing on the part of any given
director”.

In its decision, the employment department
concluded it would “unreasonably affect
the business or professional affairs” to
reveal the names of the 1,322 directors.

Coalition to crack down
on misuse of safety net
for unpaid wages
Michaelia Cash says there is evidence
employers are shifting costs on to
the taxpayer-funded fair entitlement
guarantee
The opposition employment spokesman,
Brendan O’Connor, said the Turnbull
government had shown “the absolute
height of hypocrisy” by “incessantly
harping on about accountability and
transparency for registered organisations,
but not applying those principles to
company directors who get away with
not paying worker entitlements, leaving
the bill to the taxpayer”.
The un-redacted parts of the document
produced show that from July 2007
to March 2017 the Fair Entitlements
Guarantee (FEG) and its predecessor
paid out a gross total of $1.8bn, less
$197m recovered through liquidation of
the companies.
During that period, there were 22,574
directors of the 14,903 companies that
accessed the scheme and underwent
liquidation.
Of these, 1,322 – or less than 6% – were
directors of two or more failed companies
that accessed the scheme, responsible
for 2,419 liquidations, or 16% of the
total.
And these directors were responsible for
a quarter of the unpaid wage bill: a gross

“This information is not publicly available,
and its release would likely cause unfair
public scrutiny of those directors, or
negative inferences in respect of their
behaviour, in circumstances where this
would be unreasonable,” it said.
The decision cited directors of multiple
companies within a collapsed corporate
group as an example of those whom the
list might “unfairly imply [engaged in]
professional misconduct if made public”.

Company directors to be
registered under Labor’s ‘
phoenix’ insolvency
crackdown
Opposition also proposes higher
penalties for company liquidations that
leave taxes, workers’ entitlements and
bills to suppliers unpaid
Read more
A consultation paper released in May
says one in seven of the 650 companies
that accessed the scheme between
2013 and 2015 had engaged in “sharp
practices” such as contrived company
group structures and illegal phoenix
activity to avoid liability.
Draft speaking points for the employment
minister produced under FOI laws
state that “in several recent cases such
practices have been openly employed
to shift the cost of unpaid employee
entitlements to the FEG scheme”.
The average annual costs of the FEG
scheme have tripled from $70.7m in the
four years to June 2009 to $243.6m in
the four years to June 2017.

These directors get
away with not paying
worker entitlements
and leave the bill for
the taxpayer

,

of investigating potential breaches of
law” and could tip them off that they
were subjects of current or pending
investigations.

,

In October, the Turnbull government
announced it would crack down on
misuse of the taxpayer funded safety
net, including creating a new civil
penalty for directors or managers who
make a transaction that a reasonable
person would have known would evade
employee entitlements.
The standard for criminal offences will
be lowered so that company officials
who recklessly make a transaction that
has the effect of avoiding employee
entitlements are punished.
O’Connor labelled the Coalition’s
changes “a pale imitation of Labor’s
phoenixing package, which would crack
down on dodgy company directors”.
Labor’s proposed changes would require
company directors to register for an
identification number, increase maximum
penalties for phoenix activity such as
breach of directors’ duties, and introduce
an objective test for the company law
that prohibits transactions that deprive
employees of their entitlements.
The Australian Council of Trade Unions
president, Ged Kearney, said the
documents demonstrated that when
companies did not pay their workers
“taxpayers are being forced to cough up”.
“Given the report shows many directors
are repeat offenders, the rules are clearly
broken and inadequate,” she said.
“We need stronger laws that mean
employers are caught, held to account
and working people get the money they
are owed quickly and easily.”

The Wheel Summer 2017
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TOLL: Always trying cheeky
tactics to save a penny

But this time it’ll bite them back...

We got our hands on a memo being sent
out of Toll Coke.
It is a clarification on their Chief Legal
Officer’s position on two important areas.
Those areas being:
1. The use of external labour hire/
casual labour and,
2. The sale of Toll equipment to
subcontractors
It goes on to say how that “under no
circumstance should any employee
be asked to become a subcontractor”
because, get this: “[subcontractors] are,
inherently, MORE EXPENSIVE to the
company”.
Well I can only remember, in August 2016
when the employees at Toll Coke were
standing around at a tool box meeting,
where the company had requested each
of them to purchase their own truck.
Become a subcontractor they said, it’ll
make you more money, they said.

And most of the employees thought the
offer sounded pretty good, so grabbed it
with both hands.
Except it would have taken blind Freddy
to work out that the deal was dodgy.
Toll was pretty happy about the employees
forking out money for the trucks, because
these trucks were nearing their used by
dates.
And these trucks would have become
liabilities to the company if they had of
stayed in company hands.
Yet, all of a sudden they’ve changed their
tune.
Toll Coke’s memo states that: “The sale
of Toll commercial vehicles to employed
or recent ex-employees is not permitted
in any circumstance.”
And that: “Additionally, utalising idle
company fleet and employees in
preference to subcontractors should
be a given, while use of external hire
or subcontractors who remain “on

There is something to be
said for Standing Up
An update on the K&S Rail workers who were
on the picket for their working conditions
Report from MICK KNOWLES
Last edition we reported on K&S drivers
on the picket line, fighting for a better
agreement.

With an additional $350 fuel voucher in
year one and $100 vouchers in the 2
years to follow.

The united stance was a true indication
that these drivers meant business.

K&S have another thing coming if they
think they’ll can away with it this easy.

And the stance got the company to come
to the party.

The workers’ will regroup and come back
even stronger next time.

With bonus petrol vouchers to sweeten
the deal.

Great things can be said for the workers
who stood up and will continue fighting.

The new agreement will see workers
receive 2%, 2% and 2% for a 3 year deal.
4
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hire” during idle periods is to be strictly
avoided.”
So the poor employees at Coke, who
took the company’s “very generous” offer
of leasing the trucks and converting from
employee to a subcontractor, are now
being punished and getting no work.
Shame!
Toll Coke made the original offer so it has
made its bed.
And now Toll should lie in it.
Toll has a responsibility to its workforce,
by either, reimbursing these owneroperators for leasing old trucks and
converting them back into employees.
Or
Giving the now subcontractors the work
they deserve.
We’ll keep fighting this issue until Toll
comes to the party.

CEVA poor offer
from the company
Ceva is set to railroad through
a substandard agreement that
reduces pay and conditions for
current and future employees.
• Ceva’s offer will see current
WA members lose up to $60
per week through the loss of
their retention scheme
• New employees will be
employed on $5 less per hour
on new contracts and will take
at least 5 years to catch up
This is another disgusting display
of a massive global company crying
poor to enable them to take food off
the table from their own employees
so they can provide more profits to
their oversees shareholders.
This is a real disgrace and
highlights the need for all workers
across the transport industry to
stick together and stand up against
management’s tactics and prevent
this constant threat of a race to the
bottom.
As this goes to print Ceva are
putting the agreement out to vote.
The TWU will be working hard with
delegates and members to ensure
a no vote and the opportunity for
members to keep fighting for a better
deal, one which they deserve.

Time for Action

Santa Fe
Wridgeways
Agreement
Done & Dusted
Well, it took 18 months of
negotiations and one failed
attempt to register their
agreement.
But finally the crew out at
Santa Fe Ridgeways now
have a shiny new EBA.

Lead Organiser JASON WALTERS Reports

They’re up for the
fight & these heavy
lifters aren’t backing
down lightly
Grace has been a tough nut to crack for
WAY too long.
After the agreement expired in June of this
year, the members and delegates have been
going about negotiating in all the right ways.
The company, however, seems reluctant to
come to the party.
In spring of 2016, Grace Head office in
Sydney wanted to originally, let go of 8
workers.
However, management in Perth believed
they could only afford to lose 4.
The company’s slash and burn tactic
included seeing long-term delegate and
legend, Alan Steed, shoot through after 40
years with the company.
And these redundancies were just the tip
of the iceberg of fair wages and conditions

that the company intends to diminish on the
agreement.
The company wants to undermine the
integrity of the EBA by
• Reducing all overtime, weekend work
& Public Holidays to time and a half for
new employees
•C
 ompletely removing the “ordinary
hours” of work from the agreement
which would allow management to start
workers at any time Monday to Friday
without penalty.
• All this for a measly 2% over 3 years
And while this is just a snap-shot of what the
company wants to see from this new EBA
takes a huge step backwards.
It is a little reason why the workers are taking
the company to Protected Industrial Action.
Grace workers want to see a 4% increase
over 3 years and the agreement retain the
conditions that make working for a company
like Grace enjoyable.
Until which time the fight is on.
A fight our heavy lifters are up for and are
showing no signs of backing down lightly.

The first attempt to register
the agreement failed
because the company
didn’t originally send out
representational rights as
per the Fair Work Act.
The agreement was also
poorly written which was
made clear by the TWU
bargaining committee.
This was flagged to the
company but they thought
they knew better.
In the end the FWC
made them do a raft of
undertakings to fix up the
problems TWU members
identified.
Members will now have a
breather before tackling
their next EBA negotiations
in the middle of next year.
And this time, members will
make sure the company
runs a more professional
process.

The agreement
was poorly
written, but the
company thought
they knew better

,
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at Grace Removals

They are owed 4% pay
increases that will need to
be back dated to the 29th
January 2016.

ALDI needs to STOP
buying into this
Race to the Bottom

Confidental

MEAN CON

Report by State Secretary TIM DAWSON

The Transport Workers Union has been
calling on ALDI, nationally, to acknowledge
its role in creating safety risks for truck
drivers and other road users.
The TWU WA Branch was at Cannington
ALDI, both on Friday October 13 and
again on Wednesday 15 November.
It is a part of several national actions to
hold the wealthy retailer to account on
their low cost contracts that put pressure
on transport operators to take risks and
endanger lives.

Aldi uses contractors in its supply chain,
a low cost model that pose serious safety
risks. Aldi’s low cost contracts put financial
pressure on these operators to cut safety
corners.
For example, the TWU has identified:
• inexperienced trainers training new
drivers at one SA transport operator
•b
 elow-Award flat rates with no super
at a Queensland operator
• v ehicles not being maintained
properly at a Queensland operator
•d
 river security and safety issues at
night at a Victoria operator.
The race to the bottom when it comes to
buying cheaper isn’t helping anyone.
The vicious circle consumers buy into
when they choose cheap at the counter
perpetuate this behaviour.
But consumers are only opting for cheap
because their bosses are cutting their
wages left right and centre.
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Join your union.
Buy Australian made.
Think ethical, and think about the future of
this country. Think about your children and
grandchildren.

com.au

twu.
6500 e twu@

390 Suss

l 2, 388–

Union. Leve

Sydney
ex Street,

We should not be accepting this as a
society.

VISIT: SHAMEALDI.ORG

As
one
particularly
articulate truck driver said
it’s better to spend the
money and buy the correct
lube
than
continually
having to spit on the dry
bearing.

It is better to
spend the
money and buy
the correct lube
than continually
having to spit
on the dry
bearing
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A word for our Lawyer
ADAM DZIECIOL
A significant part of the work of
the TWU WA Branch Industrial
section includes dealing with
claims by members that they
were unfairly dismissed, and
also claims of underpayment of
wages and other entitlements.
However, you will not read
about the outcomes of those
matters in the Wheel, because
a large number of those cases
are settled, and the terms of the
settlement are confidential.
When a claim is lodged, whether
it is for unfair dismissal, or
an underpayment claim, the
matter is first of all listed for a
conference before the relevant
court or tribunal.
For example, the Fair Work
Commission (FWC) or the
Industrial Magistrates Court.
Many cases are settled at that
point, some of which result in
the member getting a substantial
payment.
In just about in every case, as
part of the settlement the member
has to sign a written settlement
agreement, which is sometimes
called a “Settlement Deed”.

A breach of a
confidentiality
clause can have
serious
consequences

,

Truck Drivers Protest Aldi’s safety record
and their attacks on Free speech in all
major capitals

,

Settlements

FIDENTIAL
And you won’t
hear about
outcomes of
certain matters
in The Wheel

The terms of the settlement
agreements
are
reasonably
standard.
One very important term of those
agreements is a “confidentiality
clause”, the effect of which is
that neither the member, nor the
Union, can disclose what was
agreed.
A breach of a confidentiality clause
can have serious consequences.
One such consequence is that the
employee, or former employee,
may be required to pay back the
settlement amount.
Confidentiality of settlements is
taken very seriously.
We have had a number of cases
where the employer has issued a
demand to the employee for the
repayment of the monies that the
employee was paid as part of a
settlement, and we are presently
assisting the member in relation
to such a case.
Therefore, if you settle a claim
against your employer or former
employer, and you sign a
settlement deed, then it is very
important that you keep the terms
of the settlement to yourself.

TWU Super 2017 Returns

“The fund returned above industry returns in 2017
with the Balanced option returning 11.54%
and Equity Plus option returning 13.65%
Report from Superman JOEL CLARKE
I really enjoy assisting members with
superannuation queries and general advice,
and getting out to work sites and depots
whenever possible.
I’ve found that members are often a little
unsure as to what super their employer
should be putting aside for them (SGC is
9.5% currently), and how they can contribute
additional funds to their super balance.
The ATO announced changes to super
contribution caps for 2017/2018 financial year,
individuals up to age 65 can now contribute
up to $25,000 to their super (incl. employer
contributions).
Additional contributions can include salary
sacrifice (pre-tax) and voluntary contributions
(after-tax).
I am also regularly asked ‘how can I access
my super?’ under superannuation legislation
you must meet a condition of release to
access super.
Prior to reaching your preservation age (which
is 55 for anyone born before 1 July 1960, and
up to age 60 depending on your date of birth)
you can only access super on compassionate
grounds or severe financial hardship, for
these applications you must first approach the
Dept. of Human Services (DHS) for a letter
of authority which you can then use apply to
your superannuation provider.
If you have reached your preservation age and
are still working, you may be eligible to access
some of your super through a Transition to
Retirement (TTR) pension.
Generally speaking, this allows you to access
around 10% of your super balance once every
financial year (either a lump sum or regular
income stream payment).
There are of course fees and tax implications to
be considered and members are encouraged
to get independent financial advice for their
specific circumstances.

If you share information about the
settlement with your mates, or on
social media, then you could find
a very unwelcome surprise in the
mail.
In the form of a letter of demand
from lawyers acting on behalf
of the employer, seeking the
repayment of the settlement
money.

Once you reach age
65 you can access your
super whether you are still
working or not, though there is no requirement
to draw down or close your account – you can
also convert your accumulation account into a
retirement pension and set up regular income
stream payments if desired.

Retirement Seminars:

TWUSUPER ran two retirement infor-mation
seminars this year which were both a roaring
success.
The first seminar was back in March and
led by Brendon Adams and Tony Cuda from
TWUSUPER.
Brendon’s position was made redundant
earlier this year, due to budget cuts, however
he continues to be a great friend to the WA
Branch and has asked me to pass on his best
wishes to you all.
The second retirement seminar was late
November and was presented by WA Account
Manager Robert Laba, Financial Planner
Peter Boulton and Member & Employer
Services Manager Tony Cuda who are based
in the Melbourne TWUSUPER office.
This seminar was presented to a room of
75 guests and covered a range of topics for
those who are planning for their retirement
through to veteran members who have been
retired for some time.
Further retirement seminars and information
sessions are planned for 2018 so stay tuned!

Round up your super campaign:

TWUSUPER launched their ‘Round up your
super campaign’ earlier this year which
was very successful, members have taken
advantage of now being able to complete lost
super searches and rollover requests over the
phone with the TWUSUPER contact centre.
The process takes about 5 minutes on
the phone whereas previously we had
to complete application forms along with
certified ID – only for rollover
requests to bounce
back from other
Please call the
funds if details
TWUSUPER contact centre
were different
on 1800 222 071 if you would like
to do a lost super search, request
or missing.
rollovers into TWUSUPER,
or to update your contact details.

Robert Laba presenting at the TWU Super
retirement seminar in November

Please feel free to drop me a line
if you have any superannuation
queries or if you would
like to arrange an
appointment.
The Wheel Summer 2017
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Where do YOU fit

What you need to know about Chain
Chain of Responsibility (CoR) legislation came into effect in
April 2015 extending legal liability for breaches of transport
law to all parties in the transport chain.
This means anyone involved in transporting goods by road
can be held legally accountable if, by their actions, inactions
or demands, they cause or contribute to road safety breaches.

As a driver in the transport industry you
are responsible for making sure:
• your vehicle does not exceed mass
limits;

• there were no steps you could
have taken; and

• your vehicle and load do not
exceed dimension limits; and

• y ou could not reasonably have
been expected to know about the
breach.

Whatever activity you perform in the
’chain’, you have to take reasonable
steps to manage the risk and ensure
your own safety and the safety of other
road users is not compromised.
Main Roads recently started publishing
a list of CoR prosecutions and from
January to October 2017 they have had
60 successful prosecutions.
Of the 60 prosecutions 38% of those
have been against drivers, and mostly
for overloads.
This is an unfortunate reflection of
the industry and, apart from putting
livelihoods at risk, damages the
reputation of all those drivers who are
doing the right thing.
If you are charged with an offence
you have the benefit of what’s called
‘reasonable steps defence’ and you’ll
need to demonstrate how:

The Wheel Summer 2017

So how can you take all reasonable
steps to prevent a breach?
What is considered ‘reasonable steps’
will vary from business to business, but
there are no limits to the measures you
can put in place to demonstrate you have
identified, assessed and are managing
the risks you face when doing your job.

The law should
be used to
MAKE SURE you
come home
SAFELY at the
end of the day

,

• your load is appropriately
restrained.
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•y ou took all reasonable steps to
prevent the breach;

,

A few examples include:
• Knowing the mass ratings and
dimension limits of the vehicle and
complying with a load management
system. This may include a loading
diagram for different types of loads.
• Having the vehicle weighed, or its
weight assessed by other means,
and dimensions measured before
departing.
• Using on-board scales to cover
situations where there are no
weighing facilities.
• Checking for any movement
of the load while in transit and
carrying loading documentation
(e.g. weighbridge dockets) in the
vehicle.
• Checking the load is restrained in
accordance with the performance
standards in the Load Restraint
Guide 2004, and checking the
adequacy and condition of
restraining equipment (straps,
chains, ropes, twist locks, etc.
With the introduction of the CoR
legislation Main Roads has developed
extended investigative procedures to
assist in identifying other parties who
may have been responsible for a breach
of transport law.

in the Chain?

of Responsibility Prosections
Report from State Secretary TIM DAWSON
These include, for example, roadside
interviews with drivers and identifying
habitual, or repeat, offenders.
There are new provisions in the
legislation that they are using to require
parties to provide information to assist
in identifying who really is responsible
for a breach of road law for example
issuing directions to provide information
to parties in the chain.
Interestingly since April 2015, 40%
of prosecution charges have been
preferred against parties, other than the
driver of an offending vehicle.
These include; Consignors, Consignees,
Logistics Managers, Operators, and
Company Directors.
It is good to see that since the introduction
of CoR many companies in the transport

chain have made improvements to their
business.

It is not worth the risk of heavy fines or
losing your licence.

Improvements in staff training, packing
and loading practices, as well as the way
companies receive freight and / or take
possession of loads can go a long way in
reducing the risk of liability.

If you are being put under pressure to
overload, not secure your load or break
fatigue regulations then let the TWU
know.

So look out for yourself:
• Know

and comply with the law –
ignorance is no excuse
• Identify, assess and manage your
risks
•M
 aintain a documented, auditable
process
• Don’t rely on compliance of others

These laws can be and should be used
to make sure that you are safe at work
and come home safely at the end of the
day.
It is time to make sure that those that
continue to pressure drivers to take risks
are held accountable.
Use your TWU App to report these
incidents.

You have to say NO to the pressure
to overload or take short cuts when
securing a load.

VALE Greg Bowden
Gregory “Skippy” Bowden was a long-time member of the
TWU and a long-serving employee of Toll and the team at
Woolworths Perth Dc.
Skippy’s life was tragically cut short when he was killed on
December 2 with his truck hitting a tree on Wanneroo Road,
near the intersection of Bernard Road North, in Carabooda.
A much loved husband, step-father of two step-sons and just
an all-around good bloke who loved his work and loved life.
Our thoughts and condolences are with Skippy’s loving wife
and family.
Toll drivers at Woolworths have put together a GoFundMe
page with all funds raised going towards assisting Skippy’s
family at this difficult time.

Visit https://www.gofundme.com/show-support-4-greg -bowdens-family
to contribute and show your support.
The Wheel Summer 2017
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NORTH WEST REPORT

by HAMMER MELKIC

The Neverending Story
at Roy Hill Road
and everyone who
uses the road just
wishes it would
get fixed...properly
In the past 12 months since I took photos
of the state of Roy Hill road from Munjina
to Iron Valley, strange things have been
happening.
Potholes have been filled in with rubble,
stones and concrete.
There are even some areas where
bitumen has been used.
Orange cones have been placed where
bitumen once was.
But the orange cones fade into the
Pilbara red dirt landscape.
These hazard devices aren’t helping; in
fact they’re a joke.
As more and more trucks drive on it daily
the road gets worse.
Potholes and rubble scoring tyre after
tyre, wrecking axle after axle and no

matter how many hazard reports are
written up, nothing serious is getting
done.
How many different trucking companies
have damaged trucks and trailers from
this road?

It’s too costly to fix
and no one wants to
know about it
Plus if you put in a hazard report it is
unlikely the driver will be going back to
Iron Valley.
Too many hazard reports from one
company it is unlikely they will be going
back.

No one wants to know about this road.
We are told it is too costly to fix so they
are looking at other solutions.
The best they can come up with is some
portable lights to shine on the most
affected areas.
Except the glare of these lights are
causing more hindrance than help.
And this special white magic marker
that I have tried to chase up on Amazon
and E Bay that has magical powers that
stops and slows down the bitumen from
crumbling,
Draw a line around the jagged broken
surface and it seems to stop any more
damage, if not one of the most amazing
products on the market, nothing more
needs to be said.

These are the types of conditions our drivers have to risk.
10
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Ya Jokin

ADULTS ONLY • SOME OFFENSIVE LANGUAGE
Edited by Scoop Newsworthy

Forgot
Something?

A man was at a pub drinking all night
When the barman called out that the
pub was closing, the man stood up to
leave and fell flat on his face.
He tried to stand again, but ended up
face down again.
He figured he needed some fresh air
so he crawled outside.
Once outside he tried to stand again,
with the same result.
He made up his mind to crawl the
four blocks home. When he reached
the door he stood up and fell straight
down again. He crawled through the
door and into his bedroom.
When he reached his bed he tried
one last time to stand up. This time he
managed to pull himself upright, but
quickly fell into bed and was asleep
as soon as his head hit the pillow.
He woke the following morning to find
his wife standing over him.
“So you’ve been out drinking again!”
she shouted at him.
“What makes you say that?” he asked,
smiling innocently.
“The pub called…you
wheelchair there again!!!”

left

your

The first reindeer
seen in a bar

One evening, in a busy lounge in
the deep south, a reindeer walked
in the door, bellied up to the bar
and ordered a martini. Without
batting an eye, the bartender
mixed and poured the drink, set
it in front of the reindeer, and
accepted the twenty-dollar bill
from the reindeer’s hoof.
As he handed the reindeer some
coins in change, he said, “You
know, I think you’re the first
reindeer I’ve ever seen in here.”
The reindeer looked hard at
the hoofful of change and said,
“Hmmmpf. Let me tell you
something, buddy. At these prices,
I’m the last reindeer you’ll see in
here.”

BRIBERY

A bloke due to appear in court
was discussing his case in the
bar.
His drinking mate advised, “If
you want to get off, send the
judge a case of whiskey.”
The
defendant
discussed
this suggestion with his legal
adviser the next morning. “ON
NO ACCOUNT should you
do anything like that,” said his
solicitor.
“We have got a thin argument
already without complicating it
with a bribe.”
To the solicitor’s astonishment
the bloke won his case. “We
would have lost if you had sent
that case of whiskey.” Said the
solicitor.
“Oh, but I did,” said the bloke. “I
just put the other bloke’s name
on the card.”

Christmas
Crackers
Q: W
 hat does a frog do if his car breaks
down?
A: He gets it toad away.

Q: W
 hat lies at the bottom of the sea and
shivers?
A: A nervous wreck.
Q: W
 hat does Miley Cyrus have for
Christmas lunch?
A: Twerky!

Q: W
 hy did Santa’s helper see the doctor?
A: Because he had a low “elf” esteem.
Q: Who is Santa’s favourite singer?
A: Elf-is Presley.

Q. W
 hat do you get if you cross Santa with
a duck?
A: A Christmas Quacker.
Q: What lies in a pram and wobbles?
A: A jelly baby.

Q: W
 hat do Santa’s little helpers learn at
school?
A: The elf-abet.

Q: W
 hat do you get if Santa goes down the
chimney when a fire is lit?
A: A Krisp Kringle.

Q: What do you call a three-legged donkey?
A: A wonky donkey.

Q. What do you get if you cross a Christmas
tree with an apple?
A: A pineapple.
Q: What athlete is warmest in winter?
A: A long jumper.

Q: W
 hat do you get if you cross a hen with
a bedside clock?
A: An alarm cluck.
Q: “Waiter! This coffee tastes like mud.”
A: “Yes sir, it’s fresh ground.”

Q: W
 hat did the fish say when it swam into
a wall?
A: Dam.
Q: W
 hat do you call a man who plays with
leaves?
A: Russell.

Q: D
 id you hear about the man who bought
a paper shop?
A: It blew away.
Q: W
 hat do you call a penguin in the
Sahara desert?
A: Lost.

Q: W
 hat did the Policeman say to the
stomach?
A: You’re under a vest.

Q: W
 hat did the grape say when the
elephant stepped on it?
A: Nothing, it just gave off a little wine.
The Wheel Summer 2017
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AVIATION REPORT

From Aviation Organiser GLEN BARRON
8.  Current Dispos written in and
protected, with certainty for
crew and rules for crewing.
9.  Access to “Gold Days”
10. $
 100 Public Holiday
Recognition payment for
Easter Sunday, Christmas Day,
New Year’s Day
11. Improved Part-time provisions
and options
12. 12 new Part time positions

Our Qantas national negotiating team is ready to fight Qantas for better job security
and better conditions for thousands of TWU members across the country

!
S
E
Y
e
t
o
v
w
e
r
c
in
b
a
c
a
Var
t a big thumbs up!

and give the agreemen
2. F
 ull back pay to July 2015.
Congratulations
ncreases to all Allowances,
to all the delegates 3. Iincluding
DTA
4. No B-Rate selling out future
& members on a
crew
5. No pay freezes
72% YES VOTE!
The crew at VARA should be applauded
for their conscientiousness towards
their recent EA.
A highly organised and professional
bunch of people.

6. Improved rostering and crewing
practices with Roster Stability
provisions
7.  Restrictions on future
dispensations

13. Improvements to parental
leave provisions and access to
flexibility provisions.
14. Fewer grey areas
15. Better clearer Definitions
16. N
 ew Consultation & Dispute
clauses
17. Preferential Bidding System
18. Increased sign-off for
international
19. Representation by TWU
guaranteed for TWU members
This EA is a reflection of what a strong
union presence has at a site and
with a vote of 72% endorsing it, the
membership are on the same page.
Congratulations to delegates Jo
Woodford, Imogen Clayton, Amanda
Lambert and Sarah Loveridge on all
your hard work!

They were able to put the pressure on
their employers from woe to go.
Including building TWU membership
numbers throughout VARA cabin crew,
answering surveys and always staying
on the ball with what it takes to ensure
a congenial workplace.
And now they’re reaping the benefits
with their EA reaching an inprinciple
agreement and heading to a vote.
This is a quick summary of some of the
key improvements in the new EBA…
1. Fair pay increases (5% on
commencement, + 2% July
2018, + 2% July 2019)
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The proud crew at Vara! Well done on an excellent agreement.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
NETWORK CREW
The Network agreements, both pilots
and cabin crew have drawn to a close
with a varying degree of positivity about
them.
Pilots were at the point of threatening
protected action which could have
gotten to the point of grounding flights.
But fortunately the company was able
to dig up an adequate remuneration
package for the pilots that suspended
the dispute.
Well done to the delegates who should
be congratulated on their strength and
resolve in reaching a decision.
As for the cabin crews’ agreement,
it has a series of proud union wins
amongst it, which these high flyers had
previously not had in their EA before.
These include:
A duty hour allowance increase of an
extra $1.85 an hour
A cabin supervisor allowance increase
to $26.00 per day (up from $20), and
Pay rises of 2.25% each year over a 3
year agreement.
Cabin crew covered by the agreement
will be entitled to the Qantas Group
Wage Freeze bonus, Record Results
Bonus and Turnaround Bonus.
On top of this Network cabin crew will
also be provided access to the Qantas
Group paid maternity leave scheme.
Overall the package is up to $8,000
worth of bonuses which is a genuine
addition to their pockets that could not
have been achieved without the united
front TWU members at Network built
together.
With this being said, Rome was
certainly not built in a day and this
building, as long as it stays consistent,
will bring with it fruits of union labour in
the years to come.
A huge acknowledgement to delegates;
Laura Heard, Darren Quinlan and
Georgia Draper for all their hard work
– keep up the fight crew!

Ground Beef

Where is Brownes Dairy
headed after being sold
to Chinese firm…?
GLENN BARRON Reports
It appears no job is safe from the industry-wide
race to the bottom we’re currently witnessing.
With Brownes’ dairy becoming the next company on
the chopping block, recently being sold to a Chinese firm.
Brownes was purchased by Shanghai Ground Food Tech after the
private equity group, Archer Capital, who acquired Brownes in 2011,
sold the iconic Western Australian household brand.
Archer Capital are the same private equity group that, until recently,
had their grubby hands on Aerocare.
An equity group that makes their billions
by purchasing companies, ripping out
the guts of them, replacing them with a
casual workforce and selling them off to
the highest bidder.
But are these new owners much better?
I don’t think it’s wrong to be a bit
concerned about the new owners of
Brownes.

,

NETWORK

Overall the
workers’ are
glad to keep
their jobs

,

Especially when it comes to the historical context of how much (or
how little) regard the Chinese have for the value of their labour force.
And yet, they have promised that there would be no job losses, and
that the management teams would stay the same.
Shanghai Ground Food
Tech have also stated
ambitions to grow into
cheese, a rapidly growing
opportunity in china.
It’s too soon to say if the
new buyer will be good for
the farmers and for WA
customers.
But overall, the workers
at Brownes are glad to
keep their jobs and are
quietly glad they no
longer need to deal with
Archer Capital too.

The Wheel Summer 2017
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INSURANCE

DESIGNED

Considering a career in
Public Transport?

TO KEEP YOU
ON THE ROAD

With 13 depots across
Perth and the SouthWest,
there is sure to be one near you.

To find out more call 6250 8300
or visit www.ajg.com.au/transport
Contact 9247 7500 or
download an application form at
www.swantransit.com.au
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21 Teddington Road, Burswood, 6100

An Uncomfortable State of
Affairs At Metroll

Story from Senior Organiser
MICK KNOWLES

Drivers at Metroll have had a bit of relief
after the company finally headed their
complaints and replaced one of the
trucks’ seats with a whole new seat.
It is an uncomfortable state of affairs
when you’re expected to do your work in
a poorly maintained seat.
What is more uncomfortable is when the
issue is reported but it takes forever to
get resolved.
In fact, a driver at Metroll was forced to
wear a back brace to work because of
the issues with the collapsed drivers’
seat.

The company
needs to have a better
appreciation for it’s
driver’s welfare

,

,

Which, when untreated, can lead
to a series of ongoing issues and
impairments.
OH&S issues the company should have
a better understanding of.

The drivers of Metroll wouldn’t
take it sitting down
At installation, the dingbat who put the
seats in assumed everyone who would
use the truck were the same height and
weight.
Making long country trips all that much
more uncomfortable and unsafe.
It took union intervention before these
issues could be resolved.
Thank god for that.

AFTER

And better appreciation for the ongoing
welfare of their labour force.
To make matters worse the bodgie seat
had no forward or backward adjustments.

BEFORE

A lesson to contact your union if the
company isn’t listening and your
organiser will have you file the correct
paperwork to get the matter resolved,
before it becomes a bigger workers
comp complaint.
On top of this issue the workers’ EA has
just expired, and they’ve just agreed to
accept the offer.
Initially the workers were asking for 2% &
2% on a 2 year agreement.
A pretty humble sum.
But the company, after the lodgement of
a Protected Action Ballot came back with
deal of 1% at 1st January and another
1% at 1st July.
With the agreement to expire in June
2019.
Not bad, but the best part is the company
has agreed to include the B-Double in
the agreement.
Because surely for a company that
fixes their employees’ seats and pays
them adequately, they can manage to
include the new truck the company will
be ordering into the agreement as well.

An example OF THE KIND OF SEAT THE
DRIVERS HAD TO CONTEND WITH

This is your kind of story that would be
laughable if it wasn’t at the risk of these
workers’ livelihoods.
Watch this space – this won’t be the last
we hear of Metroll.
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Promises of Comcare reforms
EA reaches an In-principal Agr
As this edition of The Wheel goes print, the Linfox National deleg
team has reached an in-principal agreement with Linfox Manag
JASON WALTERS

Linfox attempted attacks on the
agreement’s wages and conditions; Linfox
attempted to divide the workforce by
proposing a two-tiered structure.
Fortunately members wised up to these
tactics and were instead able to enhance
the EA and wages and conditions.
Some key improvements to the Linfox EA
members and delegates fought hard for
1.   S
 trengthened job security, including full
utalisation of permanent workers and
enhancements to the casual ratio &
conditions
2. 
Stronger
yards
through
more
consultation and meetings nationally
and locally
3. Indemnity insurance for drivers
4. Fair wages. A 2.25% increase in 2018
and 2.5% increase in 2019
5. Increase in Superannuation: 14.5% by
2020
The future of this agreement also includes
commitments from Linfox around the often

complicated and bewildering world of
Comcare.

system is messy and does not take into
account what a transport worker does.

These commitments include:
1.   Stopping of Doctor shopping, and,
2.   Payment during claim processing

Ask any right-minded worker who has
entered into Comcare; the system is
arduous, it is lengthy and unfortunately not
a logical fit for the nature of transport work.

Comcare is the workers comp system that
was originally designed for Commonwealth
public servants.
Conservative Governments widened the
coverage of Comcare to include eligible
national companies.
And anywhere a profitable company can
scrape off a quick buck, most of the time at
the expense of their workforce, they’ll grab
it with both hands.
The TWU intends to hold Linfox to account
on these commitments to reform the
Comcare process, because the current

You wouldn’t
squash an ant on my
skin with those kinds
of examinations

,

Report from Lead Organiser

,

One particular case in point happened to
a truck driver who requested to remain
anonymous.
This employee sustained an injury from
the repetitive work that comes with loading
and unloading the trucks.
“During the load and unload process is
when the injuries happen.” He said.
No matter how careful you are shoulders,
backs, hands, fingers or forearms are all in
the firing line during this process.
“And the more productive you are, the
more chance you’ll sustain an injury”
Unfortunately, this employee managed to
get tangled up in the Comcare process,
which was more painful than the injury
itself.
Handballed from doctor to doctor with each
of them unable to diagnose the source
of the pain it took numerous visits to the
Comcare approved doctors, some of which
included the invasiveness of an insurance
guy sitting in on appointments.
Comcare even flew a specialist over from
Queensland to look at his shoulder.
And yet, he was given numerous diagnoses
that simply didn’t fit the injury.
“I was subjected to physical examinations
where they hardly laid a finger on me.”
“You wouldn’t squash an ant on my
skin with those kinds of examinations”
All the while, the injury was preventing him
from going back to work.
“I had 6 months off work. Then they
deemed me fit enough for 6 months on
light duty, but none of the doctors who were
Comcare approved could offer remedies to
fix or manage the issue.”

Linfox delegates & TWU officials good for the fight!
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“It is no way to live. Day in and day out, not
getting to do your job. It is depressing, it is
debilitating.”

as Linfox
reement
ate-led bargaining
ement.

At his wits end the employee went and saw his
own GP where the GP then referred him to a
pain management specialist.
This took another 2 months of waiting but was
the best decision anyone made.
“After explaining my situation of a dull pain
in my shoulder and spine. He diagnosed
a sprain, that it was never my shoulder, but
instead my back.
After a few injections I was fit as a fiddle.”
The pain specialist isn’t part of the Comcare
process. The specialist’s advice was to forget
about Comcare.

Road Freight Industry
WorkCover WA Inspectors
regularly visit employers to check
that they hold a current workers’
compensation policy.

Workers’ compensation insurance
reduces the impact on your
business of work-related injury or
illness.

Inspectors will visit Road Freight
Services soon.

This includes the cost of a claim
and managing an injured workers’
rehabilitation assistance.

Protect your worker,
protect your business
In Western Australia, you are
required to have workers’
compensation if you engage
workers.
This includes:
• Full-time workers on a wage or
salary
• Part-time, casual and season
workers
• Workers on commission
• Piece workers
• Family members paid to work in
the business

That it wasn’t worth the ink it is written on.

Also in some circumstances:

By the time appeals boards to get hear the case
and you get even an ounce of compensation,
it’ll only lead to more time off work and more
depression.

• Working directors

“The important thing for this worker was
getting back to work and not JUST light duties,
actual work.
The problem with Comcare is not necessarily
the system.
But its lack of appreciation for the risk involved
in the Transport industry.
If Linfox were genuinely determined to get their
workers back to work and keep the wheels
turning, they would have better processes in
place to rehabilitate, not just toss you on the
scrap heap.
It would be in the best interest of both the
employers and the employees so the business
can make its money and the workers can get
back to their job.
In hindsight, this worker suggested that if
he could do it all again, he would have gone
straight to his doctor for a referral to the
specialist.
Fortunately though, the decision to forget
Comcare and find an alternative means he’s
back to full duties and back to hitting a small,
white ball around the golf course.
Unfortunately for other workers’ who get
tangled up in the system, sometimes they
aren’t so lucky.
The system needs to get better so the workers
who have to use it can too.

• Contractors and sub-contractors
WorkCover WA is the government
agency responsible for regulating
the Western Australia workers’
compensation scheme to ensure
injured workers are able to return
to work promptly and safely.

Employers are also legally
required to:
• lodge a workers’ compensation
claim form and their medical
certificate known as a ‘First
Certificate of Capacity’ to your
insurer within five working days
of receiving them from an injured
worker
• make payments to injured
workers when directed by the
insurer
• Have a documented injury
management system that
outlines the steps to be followed
if an injury occurs in the
workplace. The WorkCover WA
website has a template to help
guide you, and
• Establish a Return to Work
Program for an injured worker
once the worker’s medical
practitioner advises the worker
has partial capacity to return to
work. Refer to the Return to work
section of the WorkCover WA
website for further information
and a Return to Work Program
template.

Failure to adhere to the legal requirements can result in penalties:
Failure to have a valid workers’
compensation insurance policy

$5,000 per worker

Failure to submit a Claim Form and
First Certificate of Capacity to your
insurer within five working days

$1,000

Failure to make payments to an
injured worker

$2,000 per late payment

Failure to have an injury management
system in place

$2,000

Failure to have a return to work program

$2,000

For more information view the video workers’ compensation
insurance available at www.workcover.wa.gov.au.
WorkCover WA publications provide general information and
are available for download from the WorkCover WA website.
You can also obtain information about workers’ compensation
by contacting WorkCover WA’s Advice and Assistance line on
1300 794 744.
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Building Power in Aviation f
Fight Against the Race to th
A word from National Secretary, Tony Sheldon
It’s been a big year for all our transport
sectors
whether
buses,
waste,
construction, ports, retail, oil fuel and gas,
armoured cars, taxis or bike couriers and
many other parts of our industry.
In aviation, there is also exciting activity
taking place, including changes that
will help members to build power and
develop an even stronger voice across
aviation.

Our national cabin crew campaign hits a
new high in December with the roll-out
of the first ever TWU cabin crew industry
survey, and TWU branches in every state
and territory are stepping up activity and
representation of cabin crew.

The survey will ensure that all of the
issues that matter to cabin crew are
included in the campaign, and will help
hold accountable the airlines, airports,
and governments that can make a
difference for cabin crew.

This survey is an important culmination
of work done to ensure that all cabin
crew across Australia have the support
to stand together and demand better
jobs and a better future.

No matter which airline you work for, cabin
crew have the right to fair conditions and
decent jobs. Together we are stronger
and it is only by working together that we
will achieve this.
Training and support has been ongoing
for TWU workplace reps so they have
the ongoing skills and support.
In November more than 30 TWU cabin
crew delegates from across every airline
and group came together to plan key
activities and help lead the TWU fight for
a better future for cabin crew.

Guy Hoare and Jo Woodward - our gun WA VARA Cabin Crew Delegates

We all have the
same issues across
the board

Cabin crew delegates from across Australia attend campaign workshop
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for the
he Bottom

Guy Hoare, a Perth-based TWU cabin
crew delegate attended the three-day
TWU workshop in Sydney.
“Hearing people’s stories today, it shows
that it doesn’t matter which airline you
work for, which EBA you are on, it is the
same issue across the board,” he said.
“We are facing the same problems, they
are right across the industry. We can
change it. We can change that race to
the bottom, and this week we have put
together a plan for cabin crew to win” he
added.
It’s good to see that although we’re
from different airlines, the issues stay
the same and we are fighting for the
common goal,” said Guy.
The cabin crew campaign is a vital and
integral part of the broader Safe & Secure
Skies campaign – aiming for better jobs
right across aviation.
While it is important the cabin crew
organise across airlines, it is also vital
that all aviation workers stand together
for a better industry.
Aerocare may be the extreme end of the
industry at present with below poverty
wages on part time work and split shifts,

TWU delegates and Aviation workers show their strength at Perth Airport TA terminal

but other industry bosses are keen to
try to bring in these conditions – for all
workers. What happens there will impact
all aviation and airport workers.
“It will be a great goal to have baggage
handlers, flight attendants, caterers,
cleaners, everyone working together
with that common goal.
Just massive power at the airports.
Everyone working together to bring up
conditions for everyone, not just small
groups, to raise standards across the
board,” said Brent Van Koldenhoven, a
Jetstar delegate based in Brisbane.
A National Day of Action held in
November saw all aviation workers
standing together to demand action from
wealthy airlines and airports.
They demanded that safety and security
at our airports should not be sacrificed in
the race to the bottom in aviation.

We can change
that race to the
bottom. Together
we can win
They demanded decent career paths in
aviation and a halt to the low pay and
high turnover rates that are destroying
jobs.
If you work in aviation now is the time
to get involved in this campaign and get
active.
Get the word out about the cabin crew
survey, sign the petition on Aerocare and
make sure you’re involved in the next
National Day of Action.

This is the type of shit a crappy employer like Aerocare pulls and the
hazardous workplaces aviation workers need to fight against
The Wheel Summer 2017
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Controversy in the Bread
Report from JOHN CUTRALI
There has been quite a bit of controversy
happening in the bread game lately.
As reported in the first Wheel journal
of 2017, the Goodman Fielder owned,
Buttercup
bakeries,
contracted
production of their bread to Tip Top.
Tip Top bakeries will continue to produce
all Buttercups’ well known and loved
brands, including Wonder White, Mighty
Soft and Helgas’ bread.
This change will mean that while
Buttercups’ Malaga factory is closed for

production, distribution will remain in
Malaga until Goodman Fielders move
closer to Tip Top’s bakery in Canning
Vale.
It appears that the hardest thing for
Buttercup to transfer was the workers’
EA.
The EA was worded to only be valid at
Malaga site.
And to the untrained eye, could have
slipped quite smoothly through the gaps.

Fortunately your TWU officials and
delegates were on the case.
And it looks like the company has agreed
to transition the agreement and all the
rights of our workers’ for any Goodman
Fielder employee in WA.
A win for the workers!
Meanwhile…..
The Tip Top agreement is set to expire in
February and workers have lodged their
log of claims with the company.

Court Security and Custodial Services Update

Broadspectrum Workers
still want to Bargain

TWU members’ application for a Majority
Support Determination was heard at the
Fair Work Commission on the 29th of
November.
Due to the large number of signatures
Broadspectrum did not argue against our
petition, they couldn’t.
However, Broadspectrum did try to argue
that the union would push for a deal that
would break the company’s model under
the tender bid and drive them out of the
contract.
Broadspectrum also argued that the TWU
would bargain hard and go for industrial
action as soon as possible.
The TWU application for majority support
has nothing to do with taking industrial
action but we will fight hard for our
members to get the best deal we can.
TWU members have always wanted
to negotiate for a better deal than the
Broadspectrum JBU. And we will hold
Broad Spectrum or the State Government
to account for it.
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Game

The company has been adamant in
removing the one item that could be
described as the cornerstone of the
agreement.
The workers’ 5 day working week.
Tip Top decided they wanted 7 day
workers, both loaders and drivers.
Members and delegates have been
fighting this and we have proposed a 6
day week instead.
Of course, we’ll only take it if the
company agrees to pay the appropriate
penalties.
Tip Top has suspended negotiations
because members would not agree
to Tip Top’s claims to move to a 7
day week or grandfather the current
loaders and drivers’ conditions,
At the last meeting with members
we moved a resolution to apply for
protected action after Tip Top walked
away from negotiating any further.
The company will freeze wages for at
least 12 months if they don’t get their
rostering changes.

TWU members have
always wanted to
negotiate for a better
deal than the JBU
Broadspectrum’s legal tactic is to
stall their employees on starting any
negotiations before The Federal court
case in March next year to overturn the
full bench decision to not approve the
JBU agreement.
The Commissioner has reserved this
decision it will probably take 4 – 6
weeks before the Commission reports
on their decision.
A decision handed
down by the FWC on
December 12 means that
Broadspectrum have to bargain
for an EA with the WA CS&CS
employees! Congratulations,
a BIG WIN for all involved!

‘Tis a Time to Give...Up?
Advice about the silly season from
Slater & Gordon lawyers
Rachel Cosentino - Slater and Gordan Practice Group Leader
At Christmas time last year, gift
vouchers were circulating amongst my
family and friends like the snow that I
imagine falls in parts of the world where
Christmas is more romantic.
It seems we can now economise on
wrap and ribbon in favour of a promise
to honour a future purchase in the
form of a plastic card, printed
certificate or even a link
that can be downloaded
What
on an app.
I’m as guilty as anyone
in the area of lazy
gift giving. But I came
to learn that while the
thought might count, it
doesn’t always add up.

However there was no option other
than to utilise the whole voucher for the
booking, without any credit.
My generous friend had paid more for
the voucher than was necessary or
was the value of my experience.

And upon arriving for the experience,
the voucher was not going to
cover the extra add on’s that
should have been standard
rights
inclusions: to do a high dive
do consumers
you had to pay an extra
have when they $10 and to get an email
with a link to a photo you
buy & receive gift had to pay an extra $5.

vouchers?

The first lesson came when I
purchased DNA Kit as a gift for a family
member.
Heaps of my family and friends had
done the same of late and it sounded
fascinating and easy.
So I went on-line, created an account
and paid a hefty sum for a kit to be sent
out.
The kit arrived, with magnificent
packaging and clear instructions.
My relative completed the test and
sent it back.
After 5 months he still hasn’t received
the DNA results.
I’ve completed an online enquiry form,
which seems to be the only way of
contacting the supplier, but like the
DNA test my queries seem to have
disappeared into the www.
The second lesson was as the recipient
of a well-meaning gift of a voucher for
an exhilarating in-door parachuting
experience.
The voucher had a monetary value.
That value was the equivalent of
a single weekend or peak period
session.
I sought to utilise the voucher for a midweek session, which would ordinarily
retail at a lower price than the voucher
value.

The deferred gratification of
spending the gift voucher was
undone when I had to put my hands
in my pocket, especially knowing the
operator had already been overpaid for
my “flight.”
Are these experiences a necessary
evil riding the back of this convenient
form of gift giving? What rights do
consumers have when they buy and
receive gift vouchers?
Under Australian Consumer Law
businesses selling gift vouchers must
clearly state:
all conditions and restrictions on how
you can use the gift card or voucher,
the expiry date of the gift card or
voucher, including the activation expiry
date for cards that need to be activated,
any limitation on the number of
transactions, and
Whether or not the card can be
reloaded or topped up.
Gift cards or vouchers can’t usually be
exchanged for cash, unless there is a
remaining amount on the card that the
business believes can’t be conveniently
used.
I will buy gift vouchers again this year.
And will no doubt receive some.
But this time I will wrap it with a second
voucher for post redemption counseling
and a magnifying glass for reading the
fine print on both.
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For Sale

Winnebago Menindee

This RV has pop out side and rear,
is licensed to sleep 4, solar panels,
tv dish with 3 tv’s, air
conditioning, all mod cons
fridge etc. Brand new awning
just fitted, 54,000kms
New tyres all round, well
looked after, service
books supplied.

Make: Mercedes sprinter auto LWB sliver
Model: B2644SL Menindee Winnebago
Year: Bought 2012 new
Contact: John Wilson
Phone: 0419 045 827
22
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Price: $120,000 ono

TOLL fined after Court makes
CRUCIAL RULING on Casual Conversion
Under Toll’s Enterprise Agreement,
casual workers have an absolute right
to convert to a permanent position on a
“like-for-like” basis.
In the case of Tomvald v Toll Transport Pty
Ltd, the freight handler, employed by Toll
Group for almost a decade, and working
38 hours a week, including overtime;
sought to exercise his right under the
agreement to convert to permanent fulltime employment.
However, instead of accepting his request
for full-time employment, Toll capped the
freight handler’s hours and offered him a
part-time position instead.
Even when the freight handler requested
access to his time and wage records to

check whether the offer constituted a “like
for like” arrangement, a Toll HR business
partner refused, telling the worker he
should check his pay slips and that it
was his own “problem” if he didn’t have
them.
Justice Geoffery Flick found in the ruling
that Toll Transport had breached s50 of
the Fair Work Act by failing to comply with
a 2013 agreement clause; as the freight
handler was wrongfully denied the right to

A decision that
has been labelled
a “WIN” for the
workers

,

In October the Federal Court imposed a
significant penalty on Toll for breaching
the Toll EA in not converting a casual
employee to a permanent.

,

convert from casual employment to fulltime employment when Toll only offered
him a position of 30 hours a week.
This ruling is thought to be the first
of its kind and comes as the Fair
Work Commission expanded casual
conversion rights across 85 modern
awards in July this year.
A decision that has been labeled a “win for
the workers” and that aims to minimize
the insecure workforce, including those
on rolling contracts, casual employment
and employees that have been pressured
to get an ABN.
The change is yet to hit all awards in the
transport industry, with the Commission
proposing that a new model casual
conversion clause be introduced for
the Road Transport (Long Distance
operations) Award 2010 and the Clerks
– Private Sector Award 2010.

TRUCKIE WINS LINFOX
compensation case appeal
A former Linfox tanker driver, who was
physically assaulted while on the job,
has won his Federal Court of Australia
appeal against an Administrative
Appeals Tribunal (AAT) ruling.
In September of 2010 the driver suffered
injuries to his knee after intervening in
a violent altercation at a service station
where he was delivering fuel.
The driver initially lodged a claim that
was accepted by Linfox, receiving
payments until early 2014 when Linfox
decided he was not injured in the
course of his employment and ceased
his wages.
Linfox argued that the driver’s injuries
were sustained as ‘outside the course’
of his employment, using the case of
Comcare v PVYW as reference.
In the Comcare v PVYW case an
employee was sent to a country town

Injury during sex
on a work trip is not
“within the course
of employment”

by their employer where they were
required to stay overnight.
Having finished work for the day the
employee called a friend who lived in
the town for dinner.
One thing led to another and they went
back to the employee’s room where they
engaged in consensual adult activities.
A glass light fitting above the bed was
pulled from its mount, falling on the
employee and injuring them.

This employee then made a claim for
workers compensation.
Linfox used this case against the driver
as it displayed similarities to the drivers’
workers’ compensation case.
In the Comcare v PVYW case the High
Court found that injury during sex on
a work trip is not “within the course of
employment”.
Linfox argued that its driver’s assault was
not in the course of his employment.
However, the judge found in favour of
the driver.
That the driver had not initiated the fight
and he had, in fact been doing his job
at the time.
Linfox has the opportunity to appeal this
case again.
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Give em’ a metre &
they’ll take a mile

A new law for bikes travelling on the road has just
come into effect but there is more to the story....
And that bike riders will be able to submit
footage to prosecute offenders.
However, the TWU would strongly advise
transport operators to have their own
video equipment.
Mainly to insure yourself against the
riders so they are playing their part too.

est October
: Weekend W

News Artlcle
As this edition of the Wheel goes to print,
new laws have come into effect that are
intended to protect bicyclists who choose
to use the road.
Motorists must give a 1 metre gap
between themselves and push bikes.
And if motorists are travelling over 60km/h
this gap between motorist and cyclist
widens to 1.5 metres.
This law has come after years of lobbying
from riders groups and aligns WA with
laws in QLD, SA, TAS and NSW.
The laws serve to protect the rider but
at the risk of 4 demerit points and a $400
fine or worse, a fatality, there are a few
hard truths that need to be acknowledged:
1. The road is not a playground
Whatever compels a person to ride a bike
on the road is beyond us.
In a contest between a bike and a truck
there is no competition.
So why promote that equation in the first
place?
There are many a nice bike trail
throughout our beautiful city and you
don’t see trucks using those.
The road IS NO place for cyclists.
Unfortunately, now that the law protects
cyclists, cyclists need to play their part in
road safety too.
24
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Riding single file and
within the confines of
bike lanes is key
Riding single file and within the confines
of bike lanes is key to a harmonious road
network.
Simply, the $400 fine should apply to
riders who ride carelessly or outside bike
lanes.
Respect is a 2-way street.

Not that drivers could dob a rider in
anyways, they don’t carry registration
plates.
4. Share the road, safely 
A bit of respect goes both ways.
And while there may be some who abuse
the law to raise revenue, we should all
agree, that if the law is there to save lives,
we should comply.
That also means that if you’re in the other
lane and a truck or bus needs to pull
out because of a bike rider, you should
comply.
But it is hard to see why this was a good
idea. Give our truckies a break. Don’t
risk it in the first place, and stick to bike
paths.

2. Exceptions to the rule will
cause worse fatalities
Under the new rule motorists will be
allowed to cross centre line markings,
including double white lines when it is
safe to do so.
Except the double white lines are put
there because it is never safe to cross
them.
Bikes should not be allowed on roads that
have those fixtures.
3. Protect yourself 
Policing the distance between motorist
and driver will be subject to analysis.
Camera’s and GoPros mounted on cyclist
helmets have been discussed as an
option for policing the rule.
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Festivities

Senior
Sh*tizens

Three mates were enjoying a
Christmas Eve drink together
at the local pub. It was around
10PM when one of them
remembered that a friend
of his was holding a party
down the road. When they
arrived, the host said, “You
have to show something that
symbolises Christmas.”

It was entertainment night at
the Senior Citizens Centre.
Bernard
the
hypnotist
explained, “I’m going to
hypnotize every member of
the audience.”
The excitement was almost
electric as Bernard withdrew
a beautiful antique pocket
watch from his coat.
“I want each of you to keep
your eyes on this antique
watch. It is a very special
watch. It’s been in my family
for 10 generations.”
He swung the watch gently
back and forth while quietly
chanting, “Watch the watch,
watch the watch, watch the
watch..”
The
crowd
became
mesmerized as the watch
swayed back and forth, light
gleaming off its polished
surface.

Jake rummaged in his pockets
and pulled out a bunch of
keys. “They’re bells,” he said.

3 Friends Walk
Into A Bar

A bra, a battery and a set of jump leads walk into a bar.
The battery and the jump leads take a seat whilst the
bra goes up to the bar.
The bra says to the barman “Afternoon pal, three beers
please”
“Sorry mate” says the barman “I can’t serve you”.
“Why not” the bra says.

“Good one” said the host.
Janine took out a box of
matches. She lit one and said,
“It’s a candle.”
“Lovely,” said the host.
Frank rummaged in his back
pockets and pulled out a pair
of stockings.
“What is that supposed to
symbolise?” asked the host.
“They’re
replied.

Carol’s,”

Frank

“Coz you’re off your tits and those two over there look
like they’re going to start something”.

A hundred pairs of eyes
followed the swaying watch
until, suddenly, the chain
broke; it slipped from the
hypnotist’s fingers and fell
to the floor, breaking into a
hundred pieces.
“SH*T” said the hypnotist.
It took three days to clean
up the Senior Citizens
Centre
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Come and be part of Linfox

Australia’s Premium Accident Solution

Accident Assistance 24 Hours 7 days
Call 1800 999 111
With over 48 years in the Heavy Vehicle Smash Repair
Industry, Parins are specialists in Prime Movers, Trucks,
Buses and Trailers on behalf of all major insurers.

1300 CAREER
1300 227 337
www.linfox.com
TWU advert.indd 1

320 Victoria Road, Malaga WA 6090

www.parins.com.au

21/09/12 2:11 PM

BUS DRIVERS
We have vacancies for permanent part time bus drivers at our depots in
Welshpool, Kalamunda, Malaga and Bayswater in Perth WA.
Applicants must be well presented, reliable people with a good driving
record, excellent customer skills and enjoy shift work.
We guarantee 30 hours work per week for Part time work and overtime
is also available regularly. Part time positions will lead to full time
positions as vacancies occur.
The minimum licence requirement for applicants is MR preferably with
an “F” Extension.
Application forms can be downloaded from our website at path.com.au
or can be mailed to you on request – call us on 1800 116 386.
We look forward to hearing from you

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR ADVERTISERS
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Note from Phil Wilyman
Suez delegate Kalgoorlie

Big Thanks to Mick Knowles on negotiating another successful EBA.
In 25 years as a union rep, I’ve committed myself to standing up for the company driver.

Phil beside Mick at Suez
depot in Kalgoorlie

Putting myself in the firing line, believing in giving everyone a
fair go, always fighting for honesty, loyalty and trust.
Without union backing I know I wouldn’t have lasted the
distance. My working day is 4.30am till 15.30.
It’s a good time to be on the road away from the nutter’s hell
bent on cutting you off.
Over the 29 years with the same company, I’ve seen
improvements in vehicles and technology but a decline in the
values I stand for.

Phil’s first truck driving for BFI in the 90’s
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Supporting the tWu

Bulk Waste Water Removal
(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056

phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 ulm Street, osborne park 6017

supporting the twu

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse
Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

Envelopes • Parcels • Pallets
perth - albany - geraldton - bunbury
manjimup - merredin - Kalgoorlie

overnight 5 days a weeK
albany: ph 9841 8641 or 9842 2641 Fax 9842 1465
Kalgoorlie: 9479 2555 • Perth Pick Ups: 9479 2555

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330

RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU AND
sERviCiNg THE WA TRUCk & TRANspORT iNDUsTRY

belmont, osborne park
and
claremont
proud to supply tyres to the wa truck industry

For all your
Passenger Car, SUV and 4wd
tyre requirements
osborne park
ph 9444 2233

348 Scarborough Beach Rd

claremont
ph 9286 2299
Stirling Rd &
St Quentin Ave

belmont
ph 9277 5418
202 Campbell St

www.tyresperth.com.au
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QUBE are
winning the
Race to
the Bottom

and the only winners
of that race are losers
Qube
Fremantle
Transport
and
Warehouse and Jandakot Logistics EA
was finalised this month.
Although there were some issues with
getting everyone motivated to enjoy
building their workplace conditions and
entitlements,
The final product wasn’t all that bad.

Port Report
by LEON RURI

The crew got together and got some
great bonuses in their agreement with
additions to their first aid allowance.

Because when the power resides with
the bosses, some real nasty things are
only around the corner for the drivers.

They got an increase in uniform
allowances and union training clauses
that will bolster their agreement to ensure
their delegates are strong.

Qube Picton, Kwinana and Geraldton are
next with their EA expiring in June 2018.

The most disappointing part of the
agreement was in the hourly rate the
operators get.
Qube pays a lower hourly rate overall
than many of the Transport industry’s
competitors.
Which only means Qube is winning the
race to the bottom.
And the only winners in that race are the
bosses.
So if you have a mate who drives for
Qube, tap em’ on the shoulder and tell
em’ to join their union.

And with the current membership and the
plan in process – we’re looking at a good
fight.
Watch this space.

The drivers still got
some great allowance
increases in their
agreement & should
be proud

Christmas Bonuses for the ACFS team
It’s a time for giving and the workers’
will get their Christmas turkeys
Australian Container Freight Services
or ACFS for short are rapidly becoming
a big player in the Western Australian
private container freight game.
Their EBA went to a vote and got up,
which the drivers’ feel good about.
The drivers are now entitled to twelve
RDOs a year – an opportunity they are
absolutely stoked about.
Because in the daily rat run of our
lives, who doesn’t want more time to
themselves?!
I believe that the rostered days off the
crew now receives equates to an increase
of $3,000 per year.
And this bonus was won without putting
anything up for sale – congratulations to
the group involved!
The ACFS drivers will also benefit
from a 1.5% pay increase and 0.5%

Superannuation increase in year one.

Literally.
And that is the Christmas miracle of
unions!
Congratulations to all involved, high
fives and rum balls all round!

A 1.5% increase in year 2 and a 2%
increase in year three.
Which is bloody brilliant if you ask me!
On top of that, as this Wheel went to print,
members got a little Christmas bonus,
receiving back pay from the company,
after their shift loading was incorrectly
calculated.

When members stand
together it really
pays off. LITERALLY
Companies don’t like to part with their
money very easily these days so when
members stand together to get what
they are entitled to, it really pays off.
The Wheel Summer 2017
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Envelopes • Parcels • Pallets
perth - albany - geraldton - bunbury
manjimup - merredin - Kalgoorlie

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS
Ph: 9356 8566

Fax: 9356 8577

overnight 5 days a weeK
albany: ph 9841 8641 or 9842 2641 Fax 9842 1465
Kalgoorlie: 9479 2555 • Perth Pick Ups: 9479 2555

supporting the twu

sykes transport
local & long distance

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
phone: 9353 5577 fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford street, Kewdale 6105

Recommended by the tWU and SeRvicing
the Wa tRUck & tRanSpoRt indUStRy

Sea, Air and Road Freight from Perth
Express-Link is a dynamic transport company providing worldwide express courier
shipments.
Western Australian owned and run for over a decade, Express-Link delivers complete
transport solutions, online tracking and proof of delivery.
Strategically located only two kilometres from Perth International Airport, ExpressLink are Western Australia’s expert choice for interstate freight, domestic air freight,
international freight and worldwide container cartage.
Contact us today to organise the best freight services around.

Phone: 08 6254 0444
www.expresslink.com.au
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Radio Hire Specialists in WA
Quality two-way radio communication equipment
for hire, either short term or long term as needed
at competitive rates. Motomara is WA owned
and operated, looking forward to giving you
strong and reliable solutions to your radio needs.

For Hir
Sales & S e,
Portable ervice,
s, M
Base Sta obiles,
tions
Repeaters &

call mike on 1800 668 662
or mobile 0417 470 422 Fax 9458 2121

Or call into unit 2, 138 Radium St, Welshpool 6106
Email: motomara@motomara.com.au Visit: www.motomara.com.au

Meet your
Member
BBQs

More Letters

From TWU Member GEORGIA TREE
Recently we’ve started reaching out to
TWU members to invite them along to
BBQs hosted by Secretary Tim Dawson,
along with their local Labor Members of
Parliament.
The first BBQ was in Belmont, with Sam
Rowe MLC, Cassie Rowe MLA and
Hannah Beazley - Labor Candidate for
the seat of Swan at the next Federal
election.
The weather was perfect for snags and
beers, and it was great to see members
bring their families down.
We then hosted a BBQ in Baldivis
with Reece Whitby MLA and Paul
Papalia - Minister for Tourism; Racing
and Gaming; Small Business; Defence
Issues; Citizenship and Multicultural
Interests. The Minister updated
TWU members on what the State
Government is up to with regard to
Tourism initiatives, as well as economic
development in the south.

The Meet your Member BBQs offer a
good chance for members to speak to
their representatives in both the Federal
Parliament and the State Government.
As the TWU is affiliated to the Labor
party, we have the opportunity to drive
the party that currently governs our
state, and - hopefully soon -our nation.

However if we want our voices heard
we need to be in the room.
The more transport workers there are in
the Labor party, the more pressure there
is on the Government to represent the
interests of transport workers.
Look out for the next Meet your Member
BBQ in your area!

The Best Steak in Town
From TWU Member & Veteran STEVE ODGERS
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Recommended by the tWU and SeRvicing
the Wa tRUck & tRanSpoRt indUStRy

Recommended by the TWU and Servicing the
WA Truck & Transport Industry

Radio Hire Specialists in WA

REAL TIME GPS TRACKING IVMS
AND ASSET MANAGEMENT

Quality two-way radio communication equipment
For Hir
Sales & S e,
for hire, either short term or long term as needed
Portables ervice,
,M
at competitive rates. Motomara is WA owned
Base Sta obiles,
tions
and operated, looking forward to giving you
Repeaters &
strong and reliable solutions to your radio needs.

Monitoring Fee
NO HIDDEN
SOFTWARE FEES

call mike on 1800 668 662
or mobile 0417 470 422 Fax 9458 2121

Or call into unit 2, 138 Radium St, Welshpool 6106
Email: motomara@motomara.com.au Visit: www.motomara.com.au

K e e p in g

t r uck an
d e q u ip m
en

Flat Rate

15 per month

$

100% WEST AUSTRALIAN HARDWARE
AND SOFTWARE CLOUD SOLUTION

“GUARANTEED TO BEAT ANY FORMAL
WRITTEN QUOTE IN AUSTRALIA”

CALL 1800 454 668

138/3 Radium Street, Welshpool WA
www.liontrack.net.au
Email: admin@liontrack.net.au

t r e p a ir s
lo c a l

• Spray Painting
• Fibreglass Repairs
• Panel Beating
• Chassis Aligning

☎ 08 9921 7244

• Trailer Straightening

Mob: 0437 433 910 | Fax: 9921 8554
40 Boyd Street, Geraldton
PO Box 5179, Wonthella 6530
westruck@herkspanel.com.au

• Measuring Systems
• All Recognised
Insurance repairs

Servicing the trucking induStry

cvm trucks
truck Service & repairS

91 Bannister road, canning vale 6155

(08) 9455 1146
Specialising in: H Japanese Truck Repairs H Fleet Maintenance
H 24/7 Mobile Breakdown Vehicle H Brake & Clutch Repairs
H Engine & Gearbox Repairs H Auto Electrical Repairs

www.cvmtrucks.com.au
Supporting the tWu

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids
phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au
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8 palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENDABLES
ROADTRAIN
B TRAINS
Mobile: 0418 927 843
OVERSIZE
Office: 1300 436 800
STORAGE
Operations email: operations@allwesttransport.com.au
HOTSHOTS
12 Passmore Way, Forrestfield, WA 6058

Supporting the T.W.U.
ANDREW BELLMAN
KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397
Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist
www.bishopstransport.com.au

PERTH - PORT HEDLAND - KARRATHA - BROOME - DERBY
SCHEDULED GENERAL & REFRIGERATED SERVICES
SPECIALISING IN MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRY TRANSPORT
We have all DG licences including Explosives & Radioactive Licences

21 Carolyn Way, Forrestfield WA 6058

Industrial Relations
Department Wrap Up

”
r
a
e
Y
a
“What
Time really does fly, I can’t believe it’s
silly-season again! I hope this edition of
The Wheel finds you well and (hopefully)
looking forward to some time off during
the Christmas period.
There’s never a dull moment in the
transport industry, and we’ve all seen
plenty of ups and downs as the WA
economy continues to find its feet.
The Industrial Relations (IR) Department
has been kept flat out like a lizard
drinking with unfair dismissals, subbies
who have had contracts terminated or
chasing unpaid invoices, Award/EBA
queries, wage claims, bullying matters,
show cause letters, EBA negotiations
and clause drafting, protected action
ballots – you name it, we’ve had it all!
2017 by the numbers:
70+ unfair dismissal matters referred to
the IR department – most of which were
settled at the Fair Work Commission with
good outcomes for members.
Settlements are of course confidential,
we usually achieve a ‘clean slate’ for
members which includes the company
revoking their termination and allowing
the person to have resigned, providing
a statement of service, and entering
in a confidentiality agreement with the
company that they will not disclose the
termination to potential employers when
they are contacted for a reference check.
If there are grounds for financial
compensation we negotiate the best
possible outcome for the member – it’s

30+ wage claim requests – we have
seen an increase in wage claim referrals
and we are continuing to work through
the backlog of claims.

Reminder:
Reaching for a
phone while driving
constitutes usage

,

If you have any concerns that you might
not be paid correctly or receiving all of
your entitlements please get in touch
and avoid getting unnecessarily fired up
at your employer.
Wage claims can be long and drawn
out processes to recoup member
entitlements and we appreciate your
patience as we work through them all.
IR trends – We have noticed a few trends
this year with the majors all cracking
down on minor incidents of misconduct.
The days of the boss giving you a quick
grilling or slap on the wrist before putting
you back to work seem to be well and
truly over.
Many companies seem eager to thin
out their ranks due to work drying up
and contracts not being as lucrative,
as a result they will avoid paying out
redundancies if possible.

No matter how ‘minor’ these incidents
may appear, phone usage and timesheet/
logbook errors might give an employer
the ammo they need in order to dismiss
an employee – sometimes even for a first
offence!
Reaching for a phone while driving
constitutes usage, incorrectly filling out
a timesheet or rounding up time in your
favour can be deemed as fraudulently
claiming for hours not work (yet the other
way around the employer just claims it as
an underpayment – a simple mistake!)
It goes without saying, but it pays
to know your rights as well as your
responsibilities.
Hope you get a chance to put your
feet up and enjoy a well-earned break
- whatever you’re doing, have fun, stay
safe and be good to each other.

It pays to know
your rights as
well as your
responsibilites

,

G’day members,

a shame that the best outcomes we
achieve for members are confidential, it’s
an absolute pleasure helping members
through difficult times and giving bad
employers a slap in the Commission
when it’s deserved!

,

Reports JOEL CLARKE

Some
of the Good,
the Bad & the Ugly
the IR team took on
this year and trends
to watch out for
in 2018

,
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pleased to support the twu

Supporting the tWu

specialised transport of
dangerous goods

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids

marsue
transport
phone: 9454 8825 Fax: 9454 5385
email: admin@marsue.com.au
39 Harrison Road, Forrestfield 6058

phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
email: mark.m@swexpress.com.au

8 palmer Crescent,
Bunbury 6230

Recommended by TWU To The TRanspoRT IndUsTRy

Indian Ocean
Pallets

Merry
Xmas and
a Happy
New Year.
Secondhand PalletS
Looking
We Stock Good Quality Secondhand 1 and 2 Tonne
forward Rated Pallets, Oversize Pallets, Euro and Plastic Pallets.
We Also Collect Unwanted Pallets for Recycling.
to doing
Delivery
business
Call Jim 0449 571 270
to all
in 2018
suburbs
Email: indianoceanpallets@mail.com

Tania Burns
Director

platinum dealer

Byford Tyre Service

Address Unit 1, Lot 21
South Western Hwy,
Byford WA 6122
Phone
Fax
Email

08 9525 1215
08 9525 1075
admin@byfordtyres.com.au

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

morTlock
fabrIcaTIon & repaIrS
avon valley

Truck body SpecIalIST
Truck & Trailer modifications
all types of Welding & Steel fabrications
PO Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647

Servicing the tWU DriverS anD roaDtrainS

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP

phone: 9629 1168 fax: 9629 1269
emaIl : morfab1@bigpond.com
loT 463 maIn ST, goomallIng 6460

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool

DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher.
The publisher is not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of
material submitted for publication but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and rearrange any item submitted for publication.
The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for false and misleading advertising. Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy of advertising claims, the
responsibility for accuracy lies with the person or companies submitting material for publication.
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Shopping Criminal
It was Christmas and the judge was
in a merry mood as he asked the
prisoner, “What are you charged with?”
“Doing my Christmas shopping early”,
replied the defendant.
“That’s no offense”, said the judge.
“How early were you doing this
shopping?”
“Before the store opened.”

God
Bless
the Irish...
The telephone company
needed to hire more
telephone pole installers
and the choice came
down to two from Poland
and two Irishmen.
So the boss met both
teams and said “Here’s
what we’ll do. Each team
will be installing poles out
on the new road for a day.
The team that installs the
most poles gets the job.”
Both teams headed
right out.
At the end of the shift,
when the two Polish guys
reported back, the boss
asked them how many
they had installed. They
said it was tough going
but they’d put in twelve.
Forty-five minutes later,
Paddy and Mick came
back in, totally exhausted.
“Well, how many poles did
you guys install?” said the
boss
Mick wiped his brow and
sighed, “Paddy and me,
we got three in. “
The boss gasped, “Three?
Those two Polish blokes
put in twelve!”
“Yeah,” said Mick, “but did
ya see how much they
left sticking out of the
ground.”

Rude Words

A mother was working in the
kitchen, listening to her five-yearold son playing with his new
electric train set in the living room.

She heard the train stop and her
son saying, ‘All of You b*****ds who
want off, get off now, ‘cos we’re in
a hurry! And all of you b*****ds who
are getting on, get on now, ‘cos
we’re going down the tracks’.
The horrified mother went in and
told her son, ‘We don’t use that
kind of language in this house.
Now I want you to go to your room
and stay there for TWO HOURS.
When you come out, you may play
with your train, but I want you to
use nice language.’
Two hours later, the son came
out of the bedroom and resumed
playing with his train. Soon the
train stopped and the mother heard
her son say,
‘All passengers who are
disembarking the train, please
remember to take all of your
belongings with you.

Corporate Shake-Up

If you’ve ever worked for a boss who reacts before
getting the facts and thinking things through, you will
love this!
Arcelor-Mittal Steel, feeling it was time for a shakeup,
hired a new CEO. The new boss was determined to rid
the company of all slackers.
On a tour of the facilities, the CEO noticed a guy
leaning against a wall. The room was full of workers
and he wanted to let them know that he meant
business. He asked the guy, “How much money do you
make a week?”
A little surprised, the young man looked at him and
said, “I make $400 a week. Why?”
The CEO said, “Wait right here.” He walked back to his
office, came back in two minutes, and handed the guy
$1,600 in cash and said, “Here’s four weeks’ pay. Now
GET OUT and don’t come back.”
Feeling pretty good about himself, the CEO looked
around the room and asked, “Does anyone want to tell
me what that goof-ball did here?”
From across the room a voice said, “He is the Pizza
delivery guy from Domino’s.”

Remember this at
Christmas time

She hears the little boy continue,

According to the Alaska Department of Fish and
Game, while both male and female reindeer grow
antlers in the summer each year, male reindeer
drop their antlers at the beginning of winter,
usually late November to mid-December.

‘For those of you just boarding,
we ask you to stow all of your
hand luggage under your seat.
Remember, there is no smoking on
the train.

Female reindeer retain their antlers till after they
give birth in the spring.

We hope you will have a pleasant
and relaxing journey with us today.’

Therefore, according to EVERY historical rendition
depicting Santa’s reindeer, EVERY single one of
them, from Rudolph to Blitzen, had to be a girl.
We should’ve known …..ONLY women would be
able to drag a fat-ass man in a red velvet suit all
around the world in one night and
not get lost.

We thank you for travelling with
us today and hope your trip was a
pleasant one.’

As the mother began to smile, the
child added.......... ‘For those of you
who are pissed off about the TWO
HOUR delay, please see the fat
controller in the kitchen.

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO
YOU ALL!!!!!!!!!!!!

Transport Workers Risk
their Lives Every Day
And working in Australia’s deadliest profession,
it is important to have an insurance
policy to protect your future
Moir was placed on a waiting list for
surgery and was subsequently operated
on in March 2015.

Story from MADELEINE FLANAGAN
at Coverforce
Union membership is like an insurance
policy for your job, protecting you against
economic instability. But when you fall ill
or sustain injury at no fault of your own,
it is also important to have an insurance
policy to protect your income.
Income Protection is a safety net that
covers you when you cannot work due
to an accident or serious illness outside
of the workplace. It provides a percent of
your income for up to two years, enabling
you to meet you financial commitments
such as mortgage repayments, school
fees and car payments etc.

For example:
Mr Terry Moir sustained a fracture to his
wrist in August 2014 whilst on holidays
overseas. His employer had a Group
Income Protection Policy in place with
Coverforce.
Upon his return to Australia Mr Moir
lodged a claim with Coverforce for
Income Protection Benefits. The policy
for which Mr Moir was covered had a 14
day waiting period. As Mr Moir sought
medical attention overseas whilst on
holidays, it was determined that Mr
Moir’s waiting period would commence
from the date he first sought medical
attention, despite the fact he was on
annual leave from his job on this date.
Mr Moir had initially hoped to return
to work at the end of October 2014.
However, after consulting with his
specialist it was found that he had injured
the ligaments in his wrist and would
require surgery. In November 2014 Mr
36
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In May 2015, Mr Moir was given surgical
clearance. However, as he still required
physiotherapy to improve the mobility
and function in his wrist he was unable to
return to work until late June 2015.
Throughout his 307 days off work,
Coverforce paid Mr Moir Income
Protection Benefits totalling $43,857.14.
Terry was able to protect his family, home
and lifestyle during his recovery.

An income
protection policy
protects an
employees’ real
earning capacity
& maintains their
standard of living

policy protects employees’ income in the
event of total or partial disability, caused
by accidental injury or sickness, 24 hours
a day and 7 days a week.
Aren’t employees incomes
already sufficiently
protected through Workers
Compensation?
Workers Compensation will not cover
your employees for non-work related
sickness, nor will it cover them for
accidental injuries that happen outside
of the workplace.
Unfortunately, even if an employee has
a work-related sickness or accidental
injury occurring in the workplace, they
will only be covered for the legislated
amount in your state.
Put simply, an Income Protection Policy
protects an employee’s real earning
capacity and allows them to maintain
their standard of living during a time
when they really need to be worrying
about their health, not their bank balance.
No individual applications or medical
assessments are required.

Is your income protected?

Income Protection is validated as part
of Enterprise Agreements. The more
employees know about Group Income
Protection and why it’s important, the
stronger the vote to get it endorsed in
your EBAs. We’ve included a run down
on the basics below:

What is Group Income
Protection Insurance?

Group Income Protection, also known
as Personal Accident Cover, Group Risk
Insurance or Group Salary Continuance
is an insurance policy taken out by a
company on behalf of its employees. The

More information
To find out more speak
to your site delegate or
organiser about Group
Income Protection
today.
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MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
fORReSTfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
BiBRA lAKe: 2 Selkis Rd - 9331 9331
MAlAGA: 65 Crocker dr - 9241 7999
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

Experts in
Personal
Injury Law

Our services include:
+

Asbestos Claims

+

Motor Vehicle Accident Claim

+

Work Injury Claims

+

Superannuation and Disability Claims

+

Medical Law

+

Public and Product Liability

+

Family Law

We offer TWU members reduced rates for Workers
Compensation and Motor Vehicle Injury Claims.

+

Wills and Estate Planning

+

Employment Law

Call your union on 9328 7477 today for a referral.

+

Commercial Litigation

+

Criminal Law

OFFICE LOCATION:
32 St George Terrace, PERTH
5 Davidson Terrace, JOONDALUP

